Writing about Nature - John A. Murray - 2003
Originally published by the University of Wisconsin Press. This handbook covers genres, techniques, and publication issues for aspiring writers, scholars, and students who want to share their experiences in nature and the outdoors.

Writing about Nature - John A. Murray - 2003
Originally published by the Silva Club in 1995, this handbook covers genres, techniques, and publication issues for aspiring writers, scholars, and students who want to share their experiences in nature and the outdoors.

Writing Naturally - David Petersen - 2014-11-04
A uniquely compelling,refreshingly practical and unapologetically informed how-to guide for aspiring and published nature writers.

The Norton Book of Nature Writing - Robert Finch - 1990
W. W. Norton is pleased to announce that The Norton Book of Nature Writing is now available in a paperback college edition.

The Norton Book of Nature Writing - Robert Finch - 1990
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Environmental and Nature Writing - Sean Prentiss - 2016-11-17
Offering guidance on writing poetry, nonfiction, and fiction, Environmental and Nature Writing is a comprehensive introduction to the art of writing about the environment in a wide range of genres. With discussion questions and writing prompts throughout, Environmental and Nature Writing: A Writer’s Guide and Anthology covers topics such as:

- The history of writing about the environment
- Image, description, and metaphor
- Environmental journalism, poetry, and fiction
- Researching, revising, and publishing
- Styles of nature writing, from discovery to memoir to polemic

The book also includes an anthology, offering inspiring examples of nature writing in all of the genres covered by the book, including work by:


The Sacred Earth - Jason Gardner - 2011-10-26
Drowned from the great works of contemporary American nature writing, this profusely and beautifully collected collection celebrates the earth's and the naturalists who shaped her. Contributors include:

- Edward Abbey
- John Daniel
- Camille T. Dungy
- David Gessner
- Jennifer Lunden
- Erik Reece
- David Strother
- Bonnie Jo Campbell
- Alyson Hagy
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American Nature Writing - 2001

American Nature Writing - 2001

This Incomparable Land - Thomas Jefferson Lyon - 2001
Nature writing is essential to an ecological way of seeing. The author covers the full spectrum of the genre, including field guides, travel and adventure stories, and essays on solitary and back-country living. This new edition contains an updated bibliography of primary and secondary sources in nature writing through the end of the 20th century.
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Written by some of Cape Cod's and New England's foremost naturalists and scientists, each chapter covers a different type of wildlife family and is accompanied by an informative question and answer section.

Written by some of Cape Cod's and New England's foremost naturalists and scientists, each chapter covers a different type of wildlife family and is accompanied by an informative question and answer section.

The Big Book of Nature Activities - Drew Monkman - 2016-06-17
A wealth of ideas for adults to engage children and themselves in the wonders of the natural world with suggested activities for all ages. —Robert Bateman, artist and author of Life Sketches: A Memoir The Big Book of Nature Activities is a comprehensive guide for parents and educators to help youth of all ages explore, appreciate, and connect with the natural world. This rich, fully illustrated compendium is packed with crafts, Nature-based skills and activities such as species identification, photography, journaling, and the joys of digital technology: ideas, games, and activities grounded in what's happening in nature each season.
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The acclaimed author and science illustrator presents an engaging and enlightening guide to the bizarre and surprising wildlife all around us. In the same light-hearted yet scientifically accurate style of Filling's Illustrated Guide to Pacific Coast Tide Pools, this compact guidebook reveals the splendiferous strange animals and plants just outside your door. Before GPS, before the compass, and before cartography, humankind was navigating. Now this simple guide helps us rediscover what our ancestors long understood—that a windswept tree, the depth of a puddle, or a trill of birdsong can help us find our way, if we know what to look and listen for. Adventurer and navigation expert Tristan Gooley teaches us how to read the guiding clues hidden in the sun, moon, stars, clouds, weather patterns, lightning shadows, changing tides, plant growth, and the habits of wildlife. Rich with navigational anecdotes collected throughout history and from all over the world, this book is an essential guide for anyone who wants to learn more about nature—and more about the nature of learning itself.

The acclaimed author and science illustrator presents an engaging and enlightening guide to the bizarre and surprising wildlife all around us. In the same light-hearted yet scientifically accurate style of Filling's Illustrated Guide to Pacific Coast Tide Pools, this compact guidebook reveals the splendiferous strange animals and plants just outside your door. Before GPS, before the compass, and before cartography, humankind was navigating. Now this simple guide helps us rediscover what our ancestors long understood—that a windswept tree, the depth of a puddle, or a trill of birdsong can help us find our way, if we know what to look and listen for. Adventurer and navigation expert Tristan Gooley teaches us how to read the guiding clues hidden in the sun, moon, stars, clouds, weather patterns, lightning shadows, changing tides, plant growth, and the habits of wildlife. Rich with navigational anecdotes collected throughout history and from all over the world, this book is an essential guide for anyone who wants to learn more about nature—and more about the nature of learning itself.

The Outrider: A Memoir - Amy Ligtrot - 2017-04-23
It's wild, raw, and a little bit...highly recommended..."—The Millions After a decade of hard work and hard drinking in London, Amy Ligtrot returns home to Orkney, a remote island off the north coast of Scotland. The Outrider maps Amy's inspiring recovery as she walks along windy coasts, swims in icy Atlantic waters, and reconnects with her parents, revisiting and rediscovering the place she shaped her. A Guardian Best Nonfiction Book of 2016 Sunday Times Top Ten Bestseller New Statesman Book of 2016
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Writing Wild, Kathryn Aalto celebrates 25 women whose influential writing helps deepen our connection to and understanding of the natural world. These inspiring wordsmiths are scholars, spiritual seekers, conservationists, scientists, novelists, and explorers. They defy easy categorization, yet all share a bold authenticity that makes their stories both distinct and deeply resonant.

Nature Writing: a guide to rich reading 

on January 20, 2022 by guest

Writing Wild

What Would Nature Do? - Ruth Dufresne - 2020-12-01
What Would Nature Do? - Ruth Dufresne - 2020-12-01

Not long ago, the future seemed predictable. Now, certainly about the course of civilization has given way to fear and anxiety. We now know that the future cannot be predicted, that we do not live in a deterministic world.
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Not long ago, the future seemed predictable. Now, certainly about the course of civilization has given way to fear and anxiety. We now know that the future cannot be predicted, that we do not live in a deterministic world.
other: the nonhumans. To do that, he chose five animals and lived alongside them, sleeping, eating live food, and using their world as if it were his own. In the same way our ecosystem, species, and human history are interconnected across the urban environment.

Nature Obscura - Kelly Brenner - 2020-04-01
With the same keen eye and talent for the obscure that made her a best-selling author Kelly Brenner aims to help us rediscover our connection to the natural world that is just outside our front door–we just need to know where to look. Through explorations of a rich and varied urban landscape, Brenner reveals the complex micro-habitats and surprising nature that exist just moments from our front doors. Each essay takes us on a different journey, from the parkland a mile down the street to the window box that our neighbors share with a composting feline, from the land to connect fish and saltwater, and paved over much of the rest, she exposes a diverse range of strands and urban habitats that many of us have never even considered. From the street to the sky, Brenner's essay-writing and memoir, and ultimately presents an inquiry into the human experience in our world, carried out by those whom we continue to overlook. Her writing uncovers how our land alterations have impacted nature, for good and bad, and through the wildlife and plants that live alongside us, often unseen. These stories meld together, in the same way our ecosystem, species, and human history are interconnected across the urban environment.

Harrow - Joy Williams - 2021-09-14
In her first novel since The Quick and the Dead (the finalist for the Pulitzer Prize), the legendary writer takes us into an uncertain landscape after an environmental apocalypse, a world in which the man-made has been vanquished, and that some still wish to salvage the abundant. "She practices camouflage, except that instead of adapting to its environment, William's imagination, by remaining true to itself, reveals new colorations in the ecotone around her. - A.O. Scott, The New York Times Book Review.Kristin who, her mother believed, was marked by madness as a baby when she died for a moment and then came back to life. After Kristin's hallucinations and gibberish pass, her and she has disappeared. Sarah and Jeffery, the precocious ten-year-old by the sea meets there, learn from this "ghaby seditiusa lot, the worst of beasts", "a dragon with no wings". This is the first book of nature writing that opens a window on to the world, through a "plundered earth"? Rievlingly strange and beautiful, and delivered with William's searing, deadpan wit, Harrow is the deadpan tale of paradise lost and of their reasons—against all reason—tosurvive and try to erect something of it.

Nature-Based Therapy - Nevin Harper - 2019-07-02
Take advantage of nature's therapeutic benefits with this guide for readers, therapists, and educators who work with children, youth, and families. The number of people seeking help for a wide range of mental health concerns is growing at an alarming rate. Unplugging from technology and reconnecting with the web of life is a powerful antidote to the anxiety and stress that tend to exacerbate so many of our mental health struggles. Nature-Based Therapy addresses the underlying disconnect between humans and their ecological home, exploring both personal and ecological perspectives. This book will inform even the most knowledgeable plant person and delight urbanites who simply enjoy strolling beneath the shade of welcoming trees. An engaging excursion into the "urban forest," this complete guide to city trees will inform even the most knowledgeable plant person and delight urbanites who simply enjoy strolling beneath the shade of welcoming trees. An engaging excursion into the "urban forest," this complete guide to city trees will

Vesper Flights - Helen Macdonald - 2020-08-25
From the New York Times bestselling author of H is for Hawk and winner of the Samuel Johnson Prize for Nonfiction, comes a transcendent collection of essays about the natural world. Animals don't exist in order to comfort us, but with the astonishing story of her relationship with goshawk Mabel to global critical acclaim and announced Macdonald as one of this century's most important and insightful nature writers. Vesper Flights is a captivating and foundational book about observation, fascination, time, memory, love and loss and how we make sense of the world around us.
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The Urban Tree Book - Art Pittluck - 2019-11-10
One of the most important and insightful nature writers. Vesper Flights is a captivating and foundational book about observation, fascination, time, memory, love and loss and how we make sense of the world around us.
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Underland: A Deep Time Journey - Robert Macfarlane - 2016-04-04
Take advantage of nature's therapeutic benefits with this guide for counselors, therapists, and educators who work with children, youth, and families. The number of people seeking help for a wide range of mental health concerns is growing at an alarming rate. Unplugging from technology and reconnecting with the web of life is a powerful antidote to the anxiety and stress that tend to exacerbate so many of our mental health struggles. Nature-Based Therapy addresses the underlying disconnect between humans and their ecological home, exploring both personal and ecological perspectives. This book will inform even the most knowledgeable plant person and delight urbanites who simply enjoy strolling beneath the shade of welcoming trees. An engaging excursion into the "urban forest," this complete guide to city trees will inform even the most knowledgeable plant person and delight urbanites who simply enjoy strolling beneath the shade of welcoming trees. An engaging excursion into the "urban forest," this complete guide to city trees will
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discover the peace and grounding that come from connecting with nature. Using stunning photography as well as Los Angeles may have a reputation as a concrete jungle, but in reality, it’s incredibly biodiverse, teeming with an which natural wonders you can experience on hiking trails, in public parks, and in your own backyard. Wild LA Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County - 2019-03-19

Los Angeles may have a reputation as a concrete jungle, but in reality, it’s incredibly biodiverse, teeming with an amazing array of animals and plants. You just need to know where to find them. Wild LA—from the experts at the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County—is the guidebook you’ve been waiting for. Equal parts natural history book, field guide, and trip planner, Wild LA has something for everyone. You’ll learn about the facts shaping LA nature—including flood, fire, and climate change—and find profiles of over one hundred local species, from sea turtles to rare plants to Hollywood’s famous mountain lion. P-22. Also included are day trips that detail which natural wonders you can experience on hiking trails, in public parks, and in your own backyard.

Landmarks - Robert Macfarlane - 2015-03-05

SHORTLISTED FOR THE SAMUEL JOHNSON PRIZE SHORTLISTED FOR THE WAINWRIGHT PRIZE For the author of UNDERLAND, THE OLD WAYS AND THE LOST WORDS Few books give such a sense of enchantment; it is a book to give to many, and to return to repeatedly independent ‘Exquisitely pleasurable, deeply moving. A bid to save our rich hoard of landscape language, and a blow struck for the power of a deep creative relationship to place’ Financial Times ‘A book that ought to be read by policymakers, educators, armchair environmentalists and active conservationists the world over’ Guardian ‘Gorgeous, thoughtful and logical’ Independent on Sunday Feels as if it somehow grew out of the land itself A delightful Sunday Times Discover grazed into our landscapes, and landscapes are grazed into our words. Landmarks is about the power of language to shape our sense of place. It is a field guide to the literature of nature, and a glossary containing thousands of remarkable words used in England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales to describe land, nature and weather. Travelling from Cumbria to the Caingorms, and exploring the landscapes of Roger Deakins, J. A. Baker, Nan Shepherd and others, Robert Macfarlane shows that landscape, well used, is a key way of knowing landscape, and a vital means of coming to love it.

H is for Hawk - Helen Macdonald - 2015-03-05

One of the New York Times Best Books of the Year One of Slate’s 50 Best Nonfiction Books of the Last 25 Years ON MORE THAN 25 BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR LISTS: including TIME (#1 Nonfiction Book), NPR, the Minneapolis Star Tribune (Top 10), Library Journal (Top 10), Publishers Weekly, Kirkus Reviews, Slate, Shelf Awareness, Book Riot, Amazon (Top 20) The instant New York Times bestseller and award-winning sensation, Helen Macdonald’s story of adopting and raising one of nature’s most vicious predators has soared into the hearts of millions of readers worldwide. Fear, forro, and fennec, her goshawk Mabel’s temperament mirrors Helen’s own state of grief after her father’s death, and together raptor and human “discover the pain and beauty of being alive” (People). H is for Hawk is a genre-defying debut from one of our most unique and transcendent voices.
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One of the New York Times Book Review’s 10 Books of the Year One of Slate’s 50 Best Nonfiction Books of the Last 25 Years ON MORE THAN 25 BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR LISTS: including TIME (#1 Nonfiction Book), NPR, O, The Oprah Magazine (10 Favorite Books), Vogue (Top 10), Vanity Fair, Washington Post, Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, Seattle Times, San Francisco Chronicle (Top 10), Miami Herald, St. Louis Post Dispatch, Minneapolis Star Tribune (Top 10), Library Journal (Top 10), Publishers Weekly, Kirkus Reviews, Slate, Shelf Awareness, Book Riot, Amazon (Top 20) The instant New York Times bestseller and award-winning sensation, Helen Macdonald’s story of adopting and raising one of nature’s most vicious predators has soared into the hearts of millions of readers worldwide. Fear, forro, and fennec, her goshawk Mabel’s temperament mirrors Helen’s own state of grief after her father’s death, and together raptor and human “discover the pain and beauty of being alive” (People). H is for Hawk is a genre-defying debut from one of our most unique and transcendent voices.